TO GET TO THE OTHER SIDE
BFA 2007

OPENING RECEPTION: MAY 11, 6-8PM
FRIDAY, MAY 11, 2007
REGINA GOUCHER MILLER GALLERIES
TO GET TO THE OTHER SIDE

GENEVIE BARBEE
LAUREN KONTOPoulos
SAMUEL KINS
LIAM HUYET
ANDREA HAMILTON
CORY GAVIN
AMISHA GADANI
DOUG FRITZ
KAREN FORNEY
ARIEL CORONIS
STACEY CHU
JERRE CASTILLO
YOONMO CHOI
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NATHAN LEE
AMOS LEVY
JENNIFER MILL
CHRISTOPHER MOORE
HALLORAN PARRY
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ERIN TOAL ROSSI
BLAKE UNGER DVORCHIK
SAOWANEE TAECHASIVALAI
RACHEL RENEE STEWART
JESSICA SCOTT
WILLIAM SCHLUGH
DOUG PENTZ
JULIET PUSATERI
MEGAN PETERS